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EuroparlTV is the new web-TV site of the European Parliament, launched last September as 'the 
world's most ambitious multilingual online TV service with programmes in over 20 EU 
languages on the people, the debates, the big issues, the latest news, life behind the scenes and 
with special programmes for young people'. 
 
It is divided into four distinct sections. Your Parliament is the news channel, with debates, 
interviews and analysis of current issues. At the time of writing the leading item was an 
examination of how the new Obama presidency might impact on Europe, in the form of a 
debate between four MEPs. Your Voice is where 'European citizens are encouraged to have 
their say'. Although the issues - such as the working time directive - are ones that affect us all, it 
was not clear to me how I am meant to make my views heard. The Young Europe section is 
aimed at young people with a view to fostering greater understanding of Europe-wide issues - 
the headline story concerned the role of the European Parliament in helping homeless people in 
Eastern Europe. The fourth section, Parliament Live, broadcasts the day's debates and news, 
and anticipates sessions over the following days - a great help in planning lessons. Each of these 
sections has its own playlist of broadcasts. 
From any screen you can also browse the contents of the entire video library under a wide range 
of subjects from Agriculture to Women's Rights. Another way to access material is via the 
'Discovering the European Parliament' links: How Parliament Works, History, Presidents, 
Political Groups and MEPs. The content here is far from comprehensive at this stage (don't 
expect to find your local MEP!), but presumably will grow - make use of the RSS feed to keep up 
to date with new content in EuroparlTV. There is also a search facility. Results can be sorted 
either alphabetically or by date, and are displayed in YouTube fashion with a thumbnail and 
short description, along with information about the length of the clip. Related material can be 
identified via the 'Related Subjects' link or by clicking on relevant keywords and tags. For a more 
serendipitous experience, the site offers 'Most Watched', 'Highlights' and the 'Feature of the 
Week'. 
 
As soon as you move to a section the main item will start to play automatically - which can be 
irritating when you are just wanting to browse. It is easy to select and play a clip, which has the 
usual video controls and can be played full screen - you can also generate a URL to share the 
video with others. A real bonus is the ability to display subtitles in a variety of languages on many 
of the clips - particularly useful for monoglots since any one of the EU languages might be used 
in the course of a particular video, conveying very powerfully the sense of the many nations that 
make up Europe. 
 
Videos are streamed and will work best where you have decent bandwidth and a fast PC. They 
can be displayed either in Flash, with three different download rates, or in Windows Media 
Player. My experience of the site was not problem-free; the streaming was occasionally a bit 
jerky, with sound and picture not always in sync, and at one stage I ended up with two 
soundtracks playing at once. Some of the links are rather slow to work, as is moving between the 
different sections. 
 
But despite these minor technical frustrations I found it an interesting site which students of 
citizenship, politics and modern languages would all find useful. All pages have links to the main 
site of the European Parliament (http://www.europarl.europa.eu/), itself an encyclopaedic 
resource on the EU and its institutions. 


